Waddington Concert Series 2019 presents Nashville Band Runaway Home Friday evening,
August 9th , (6:30- 8:30 PM) at the pavilion , Island View Park overlooking the beautiful St.
Lawrence River. Bring a chair and a friend, head down to the bottom of Main St. and enjoy the
show! Come early and enjoy the variety of shopping and dining offered in Waddington.
Runaway Home is a Panoramic-Americana band founded by two intrepid dreamers and schemers
who share a love for music and the places it takes us all. Their music begins close to the heart, but
is bound for distant vistas. Pulling from diverse musical backgrounds, Runaway Home blends their
sound whiskey-smooth and harmonically strong, with a plaintive and rootsy edge. Their music
leads to much more than green rooms, stages, and radio waves, though. The band enjoys
connecting with communities - subjecting themselves to and experiencing the lives of those who
make their homes along the blue highways, glistening skylines, and open spaces just outside the
band van windshield. Band Members are Mark Elliott -Vocals & Guitars, Gary Culley - Vocals,
Guitars & Mandolin , Tom Good & Ron de la Vega - Bass, Chip Chipoletti - Percussion, Dave Spak
- Drums , and Marty Vaughn - Bass
Runaway Home is easy on the ears and gentle on the soul. Their songs are not devoid of longing,
loss, and sadness, but those emotions exist in a larger vibe, unmistakably joyful. Mark Elliott &
Gary Culley have cultivated a sound that speaks from past experiences and life lessons, through
the present, and into the great unknown. The differences in their musical backgrounds have
strengthened the sound of Runaway Home into raw rhythm guitar with a hint of bluesy mandolin
wrapped in the soothing strains of a mountain fiddle. The group has blended their vocals into
carefully crafted and soulful harmonies that invite listeners to sit back and connect with the music.
Marcia Campbell of Nashville’s WSM Radio said, “Runaway Home delivers a
gem with their timeless collection of music that takes you to another place. Great songs, strong
vocals and sweet harmonies!"
Come by boat, car, bike or walk. Just don't miss the show!
This show sponsored by: PHILLIPS MEMORIAL HOME, 28 Clinton St, Waddington, NY and 64
Andrews St, Massena, NY

